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Welcome to the

2021 Changelabs
Jordan Fintech
Accelerator
Changelabs has landed in Jordan. The world is changing,
companies are reinventing themselves, driven by
millennial spending behavior and increasing environmental
awareness, and business is finally being recognized as a
major potential force for good - for a better relationship
with the environment - for better health - for greater
independence and freedom - for greater development
and financial inclusion. Jordan’s challenges, which are
many, are dwarfed by its opportunities, and we believe
business is the ultimate lever to lift these challenges into
opportunities.

Through this program, we aim to showcase not just the
passionate entrepreneurs who choose Jordan every day building businesses, creating employment opportunities,
and resisting the many calls of ‘hijra’ - but also to
showcase this incredible land of rich and ancient tradition,
breathtaking natural beauty, and warm generous people.

In a region where millions of people don’t have access to
basic financial services, we’ve brought together regional
and global leaders who believe in the power of Jordanian
fintech entrepreneurs to restore the balance, and
improve access to economic opportunity for all. Over the
last 12 weeks, we’ve worked with 15 Jordanian startups,
with the help of an entire community and ecosystem of
Jordanian partners and supporters, as well as committed
International sponsors and experts. Thanks to the hard
work of dozens of individuals, both during our program but
also before it, these innovators are ready to launch their
companies.

Karim Samra
Founder & CEO | Changelabs

Jamal Khayyat
Co-Founder | Changelabs
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Fintech For
a Future

has landed in Jordan!
Even though Jordan’s population is largely ‘connected’ digitally,
with 90 percent of its households having a smartphone, 89 percent
have an Internet subscription and 33 percent have computers with
access to affordable broadband (among cheapest in MENA region)
yet still the population remains largely unbanked. Until now about
67% of Jordanians older than 15 reportedly do not own an account
that provides them access to the financial system, and 38% of
adults are excluded from formal financial services. Approximately
75% of the population is excluded from the banking sector, most of
which are women and youth. Fintech solutions (that leverage the
connectedness of the Jordanian population) are needed more than
ever to close some of those gaps and provide banking solutions to
the market. Accordingly Changelabs ran a fintech track in Jordan
that identified, recruited, trained and funded the best startups in
the space tackling financial inclusion & literacy, accessible banking
solutions, mobile payments, etc.

Much of the population lacks access
to basic financial services

67%
38%
75%

of Jordanians older than 15 reportedly do
not own an account that provides them
access to the financial system.

of adults are excluded from value added
financial services.

of its population is excluded from the
banking sector, most of which are
women and youth.
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We successfully brought together
leading international and local partners
to deliver this program.

International Partners
Fintech sponsor:

Impact sponsor:

Local Partners

Program partners:
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We kicked off our Jordan Fintech program
with a roadshow designed to introduce
all startups to the ecosystem, the
central bank, and the different sandbox
environments currently in place

6

hosting
entities

50+

hours of
mentorship

10

partnerships under
negotioation

15

FINTECH
STARTUPS
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Our groundbreaking methodology was built
around 4 main pillars and involved providing a
number of value added services to the startups
Designed to shape ideas into viable businesses, the 12-week virtual program
allowed the teams to build their startups, connect with leading experts, and benefit
from unparalleled access to a network of global mentors, world-class experts, widereaching investors, partners and customers.

1

Structured Expert Sessions
and 1:1 Mentorship

2

Curated Content and
Self-directed Assignments

3

Live Pitches with Experts

4

Engaging Socials

50

161

HOURS OF
CONTENT

SUBMITTED
ASSIGNMENTS

90

2

HOURS OF
PITCH
TRAINING

ENGAGING
SOCIALS
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Our curriculum was designed to provide
our startups with the essential know-how
knowledge and tools to transform their
ideas into investment-ready businesses.

18

+90%

TOPICS
COVERED

ATTENDANCE
OVER THE
COURSE OF THE
PROGRAM

AVERAGE CONTENT
RATING OF 4 OUT
OF 5 STARS

/

/

/

/

/

/

Sample
Tools

Personality
Test & Compass

Design
Thinking & BM
Canvas

Customer
Survey

Make vs
Collaborate
vs Buy

Financial
Model &
Pricing

Vesting &
Milestone Plan

Sample
Outputs

Org Chart
Conflict Plan
Policy Docs

Position Map
Business Plan
Prototype/MVP

Customer
Personas
Customer Map
& Journey

Pitch Deck
Prospect List
MoU

Financial Model
Cap Table

Founders
Agreement
Articles of
Incorporation
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We admitted 15 leading startups
into our program selected from
150+ applications and 30+ live
interviews with 12 of them invited
to pitch at the Demo Day

Changecom is Jordan’s first mobile app-based savings and
investing platform targeting millenials that helps users save
more deliberately using goals and rules, invest more wisely
through in-app fund options, and spend their money more
intelligently through integrated vendors.
Phinger is a mobile application that turns any smartphone in
Jordan into a fast, secure, and convenient payment method.
The company allows vendors to receive their money faster,
and charges less than an average credit card transaction,
making it a favourite among small to midsize merchants,
who are its biggest marketers.

Dareebatech is Jordan’s first and only government-approved
Electronic tax Filing and Payment System (EFPS) - enabling tax
filing, payment, and refund processes in real time.

QuiQ Claim is the MENA region’s first platform connecting
pharmacies, clinics, and other SMEs that operate in the
healthcare sector (and invoice to insurance companies with
long payment terms) to affordable and convenient short
term funding options that improve their cash cycle.

100%

of program participants
made a small financial
contribution to secure
their spot

Frata is an innovative financial Technology service, which
provides a saving solution for everyday small transactions,
where users can save the extra coins directly to their inapp wallet and reuse them through our Frata merchants
and partners.

Gocash is Jordan’s 1st fintech startup that enables every shop in
the neighborhood to act as a “virtual ATM” using just a smartphone
or its POS-system. It democratizes the process of cash distribution
in order to reduce the “cost of cash”, and helps millions of Jordan’s
unbanked access the financial system.

Changecom is Jordan’s first mobile app-based savings and
investing platform targeting millenials that helps users save
more deliberately using goals and rules, invest more wisely
through in-app fund options, and spend their money more
intelligently through integrated vendors.

Cashbee is the MENAs 1st mobile peer to peer cash payment
application - effectively enabling any individual with a bank
account, a telephone, and cash in their wallet, to become an
atm - and earn fees.

ArabiaClouds provides a range of easy to use and affordable cloud
business apps to form a complete suite of tools to satisfy the business
needs of startups and SMEs that can’t afford traditional solutions.
Their applications are comprehensive and include invoicing,
inventory management, multi-branch support, CRM tracking and
POS integration.

Cayyesh is MENAs 1st ‘offline’ digital marketing platform - one
that operates in the physical world to help businesses acquire and
retain customers by integrating directly with POS systems and
offering loyalty, promotional, and cash back programs - enabling
businesses to link marketing spend to actual transactions.

IVVEST was created to transform the currently inefficient
greens & vegetables value chain in Jordan by locally
developing a cost-efficient and easy to operate indoor vertical
farming system, which is backed by a unique IoT technology
to fully automate and control the farming environment.
This enables faster and cheaper farming operations and
are combined with a one-of-a-kind online crowdfunding
mechanism to scale.

Loose Change helps users generate savings and make
purchases by rounding up credit card transactions to
the nearest dollar, keeping the difference, and saving.
Very much like a virtual piggy bank, users can then make
payments online directly through the application.

ShipCash is MENAs 1st ‘instant payment’ cash on delivery
platform that integrates directly with shipping companies’
systems to provide seamless, efficient, and cost effective
cash payment and collection options for small and medium
vendors shipping across the region.

Tanda is MENAs first consumer-centric app-based mobile
savings platform that enables anonymous group style
savings and offers users multiple buy now pay later options
(Pay with Tanda™ ) for their household and other purchases;
the platform is also a conduit to help millions of unbanked in
Jordan gain access to value-added financial services.

Wallet ERP is a SaaS company that offers top notch, Arabicenabled, and locally supported accounting & sales back end
software for Jordanian and MENA small and medium sized
enterprises. Their product is sold in easy to afford monthly
packages that allow customers to use and pay only for the
modules they need.
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Our program delivered more than
500+ hours of coaching
Community Partners: we onboarded 30+
community partners that helped us spread the
word in the ecosystem about the open call
Expert Recruitment: 50+ experts and
mentors were engaged and onboarded
to deliver the design program content.

Selected Community Partners

Mentorship: 15 mentors averaged 4.5
out of 5 starts throughout the program
for their mentorships and guidance

Subject Matter Experts: 9 SMEs
collectively spent more than 120 hours
coaching startups on Legal, Pitching,
Marketing and other topics
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR
DEMO DAY

Selected VC Participation

We completed the program
with a virtual demo day on
YouTube Premiere with more
than 46 registered investors
and 150+ guests .

12

STARTUPS
PITCHING

46

INVESTORS
ATTENDING

1,400
YOUTUBE
PREMIERE
VIEWS
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Agenda

The Demo Day Live

February 4th

[CLICK TO WATCH]

[Jordan Time]

12:00 - 12:10
12:10 - 1:25
1:25 - 1:30

Welcome & Keynote*

27+ Meetings
with Investors

Pitches & Tribute Videos*
Closing Remarks*

Mansaf was served!

$1M
Expected Across
6 Startups
Expected investment raised

$15K
of Pilot Funding
provided by
Changelabs

$325K

in Amazon Web
Services Credits
Deployed
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WE CONDUCTED WEEKLY SURVEYS

THROUGHOUT THE ACCELERATOR TO BETTER
UNDERSTAND THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
PROGRAM
Summarized Results from all surveys

Favorite Experts

Favorite Sessions

(Consistently 4 out 5 stars
over the 12 weeks)

(+80% approval rating)

Subject Matter
Expert

Mentor

Jake Reisch

Karim Samra

Founder
Eversound

Founder & CEO
Changelabs

Subject Matter
Expert

Mentor

Peter Hopwood

Abdulaziz Aljouf

Founder
Hopwood Comms

Founder & CEO
Paytaps

Subject Matter
Expert

Mentor

Ahmed Nagy

Nasser Saleh

CTO
Pharous

CEO & Founder
Madfooatcom

Fireside Chat -

Product Market

My Journey as

Fit Session

a Founder
Yahya
Aqel

Max
Menke

Marketing 101

How to Select
The Right Partner

Moussa
Oweineh

Dr. Nezar
Samy

Fundraising 101

Fintech
Roadshow

Jake
Reisch
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MEDIA
OVERVIEW

Here are some of the PR mentions

During the cohort 1 program, Changelabs appeared on TV Pan Arab Channels, was featured in
10 prestigious publications and more than 30 well-acknowledged online portals.

17+
NEWSPAPER
MENTIONS

30+
ONLINE
ARTICLES

50+
MEDIA
MENTIONS

JORDAN

“we believe entrepreneurship
can change the world”

Fintech for
a Future
WHY CHANGELABS' JORDAN ACCELERATOR
HAS COME AT THE RIGHT TIME

as seen on
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SOCIAL MEDIA
RECAP
Changelabs has maintained an active social media presence throughout the 12-weeks program.
Our social media platforms engaged and interacted with our community, where we were able
to grow our following on the main channels the Jordanian ecosystem is hugely following.

6,562

Engagements

44,853
Reach

1,600
Views
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“

“

TESTIMONIALS

“Since we’ve been through more than a couple of
programs and things were getting old to us, I can
really say that this program came as a shock with
the organizing and the work that’s been done. The
thing I really am impressed about is the dedication
I feel from Karim and the team to actually see a
change at the end of this and we can promise that
this will be matched with our enthusiasm”

100%

OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS
FOUND THE PROGRAM
HIGHLY VALUABLE

“The program is appropriately excellent and I
recommend it to all entrepreneurs. It makes a
quantum leap for the development of companies”

“Informative, light and summarised, more
importantly specialized in the fintech ecosystem”

“Very informative, helps you take your business
more seriously than ever. Great set of programs.
Great guests and great mentors. Team Tanda
simply loves it.”

“Your support and care for our success confirms
your slogan “entrepreneurship can change the
world” - we are problem solvers and we have one
unified mission is to make our everyday life easier
and more productive!”

“The program is intelligently designed. It takes you
from one critical area to another smoothly. The
experts, library, etc offer the best opportunity for
learning. I’M A FAN OF CHANGELABS!”

“The program is super. Following up from
the changelabs team and their patience to fill
forma, submissions were amazing. Content and
experts are highly valuable. Really, Thank you for
everything.”

“An amazing experience so far, happened at a
much needed time of Cayyesh as a startup”

“Agile and interactive approach especially from
Karim where I feel that he is part of the team”
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We believe
entrepreneurship can
change the world

Our team facilitated the startup learning
process and helped our companies make
the best of the resources available to them

Our founders have
been running
accelerators and
startup learning
programs for
several years.

LAMA MASRI
UAE Lead
Head of Product

KARIM SAMRA
Founder & CEO

JAMAL KHAYYAT
Co-Founder

TOUFIC OSSEIRAN
Operations Lead

PAMELA DAHER
Coaches & Experts

DOUAA AL SEBAHY
Communications

HADEEL Hegazy
Monitoring & Evaluation

ALI DALABEEH
Operations Support

YARA LTEIF
Beatbox Design Co-Founder,
Art Director

HASAN YOUNESS
Lebanon Lead
Head of Programs

RUBA GHAZZAWI
Accounting

CYNTHIA SARKIS
Beatbox Design Co-Founder,
Art Director

JANA AL BURAIK
Jordan Lead
Head of Community

FAYE ABU OMAR
Social Media

NOOR SHAMAS
Beatbox Design Co-Founder,
Video Producer
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Detailed expert bios
& Startup 1 pagers
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THE COACHING WAS DELIVERED BY MORE
THAN 50 EXPERTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
OUR PROGRAM MENTORS, SUBJECT MATTER
EXPERTS, & ENTREPRENEURS IN RESIDENCE

Throughout our program we managed to deliver our interactive and valuable
curriculum on the hands of our mentors, subject matter experts and entrepreneurs
in residence. Our experts helped the teams to deep dive on specific topics and
answer questions as they arise throughout the program. Also, our Entrepreneurs
in Residence helped advise startups on day to day challenges and strategies.
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MENTORS

Amr
Abouelazm
Abdulaziz
Aljouf
Founder & CEO
Paytaps

Abdulaziz Fahad Al Jouf is a US-educated, Bahrain-based Saudi
entrepreneur and the dynamic Founder and CEO of PayTabs, an exciting,
highly successful and ground-breaking payment processing company.
He is a serial entrepreneur and self-confessed risk taker. Abdulaziz and
Paytabs have received many accolades and awards. Abdulaziz figured
on the cover of Arabian Business and was featured in a major interview
in June 2018. Paytabs was also awarded the title of ‘Fintech Company of
the Middle East’ at the prestigious Arabian Business Achievement Awards
three months earlier. He is a regular commentator on international media
organisations, including Bloomberg, Reuters, Sky Arabia, CNBC and CNN Arabic.”

Ahmed
Elsherif
Venture Producer
Rainmaking
Ahmed is a Design-Led entrepreneurial practitioner with over 9 years of
experience in business development, innovation program management,
venture design, b2b strategy, strategic partnerships
development, and strategy design. Ahmed has led entrepreneurial teams
and worked across a range of diversified startup projects in the fields of
entrepreneurship ecosystem development, tech startup accelerators,
leadership development, and social entrepreneurship. In the previous 3
years, he has advised over 330 startup founders, accelerated and grew 30
startups, trained over 65 startups, designed and managed 3 accelerator
programs, delivered 4 entrepreneurship bootcamps, built a combined
network of over 500 mentors and serial entrepreneurs. Ahmed has a
passion for combining design-led methodology and startup acceleration
programs towards designing real scalable ventures that have the power
to shape new market landscapes, redefine the core value behind building
businesses and drive a positive impact on customers.

Chijioke
Dozie
CEO & Founder
OneFi
Chijioke Dozie is the CEO of online consumer finance platform OneFi
and Carbon, the leading Nigerian lending platform app, which after
only two years on the market has been downloaded by over 1 million
users and recently secured a 5.5$mn debt facility from Lendable. OneFi
is also the first African fintech company to receive a credit rating. Prior
to co-founding Carbon with his brother Ngozi, Chijioke sourced direct
investment opportunities for the International Finance Corporation [IFC]
and Zephyr Management LP. He also holds an MBA from the Harvard
Business School, an MSc in Risk Management from University of Reading
and a BA in Economics from University of East Anglia.

Chairman & CEO
Tamweely Micro Finance
Mr. Abouelazm is the Chairman of Tamweely Micro Finance company.
Board member of ICSB and President of ICSB Egypt. Previously Mr.
Aboelazm was the vice Chairman, CEO and co-founder of Tanmeyah Micro
Enterprise Services before he divested his interest as the company was
acquired by EFG-Hermes in a historical transaction that witnessed the
highest value of a MF company in Egypt. Mr. Abouelazm has accumulated
25 years of experience in banking, finance, economic development and
investment finance. Mr. Abouelazm was earlier the Deputy Director
of the German Development Bank (KFW) in Egypt. Mr. Abouelazm
is recognized as one of the main resource executives in Egypt in the
field of management of financial service companies, policy structuring,
operational management and corporate structuring . Mr.Abouelazm has
participated in the formulation of the National Micro Finance Strategy
for Egypt and is a lecturer on Entrepreneurship development, financial
services delivery and Management. He is recognized as a reference in
the field by various financial institutions and service-providers. He is also
an angel investor in a number of start ups and mentor to a number of
entrepreneurs and advisor for Fin tech startups. Mr. Abouelazm received
a B.A in Economics from the American University in Cairo in 1993 and an
AUC Masters Degree in Development specializing in Commercialization
and Development of Micro Enterprises in 2004. Mr. Abouelazm is a board
member of the International council for small business (ICSB) , President
of the Middle East Council for Small Business and Entrepreneurship
(MCSBE).

Inji
Borai
Senior Managing Consultant
Mastercard
Inji is a seasoned economist & management consultant with over 16
years of experience in both fields. On the government policy side Inji has
been the project manager for the development of the Egypt Vision 2030
Sustainable Development Strategy, as well as being the lead strategist
for several projects undertaken by the Egyptian Ministries of Trade &
Industry, Investment, and Planning. On the enterprise development side,
Inji has worked across corporations and consulting firms in Egypt and
the UAE in order to develop company strategies, launch new products,
redesign the organization and re-engineer business processes. In that
capacity Inji has worked with the real estate, fintech, food, chemical,
plastic, furniture, automotive, engineering and retail sectors.

Mostafa
Elnahhas
Cofounder
FAWRY
Mostafa is currently working in FAWRY, He has been with the company
from the beginning and he is one of the company co-founders. He has
a bachelor›s degree in Computer Science and Automatic Control from
Alexandria University, Faculty of engineering. Previously, Mostafa
served as Software Architect, SOA Subject Matter Expert and multiple
Management Positions in major International Software Companies such
HP, Atos Origin, IBM and EDS. He brings with him Solid experience
in the field of EBPP, eCommerce, ePayment, eBanking and Travel
technologies. He was a key player in a number of very successful
Enterprise and Integration projects for major clients such Ministry of
Finance (KSA),SADAD (KSA), Public Pension Agency (KSA), Reichhold
(USA), General Motors (USA), ComponentSource (UK) and AirFare
(USA). Mostafa›s previous experience was combined from dealing with
a variety of Professional Software Packages, Programming Languages,
Development Tools, Analysis and Design Models, Architecture Patterns
and Management Methodologies.

Zeid
Husban
Founder & Chief
Executive Astronaut
POSRocket
Zeid obtained his Bachelor›s degree in Electronics and Communications
Engineering from the University of Kent in UK in 2008. He then moved
back to Jordan and started his professional life as a technical support
engineer, Zeid and a partner then founded ifood.jo in 2012, an online
food ordering platform. Despite ifood.jo being a self-funded venture,
both partners managed to eliminate all four competitors in the Jordanian
market after few months of operations, with an annual growth of 200
percent, ifood.jo attracted the eyes of investors from abroad and in 2013,
the company sold a majority stake to the Turkish food ordering company
Yemeksipeti. Zeid sold the rest of his shares in ifood.jo in 2016 after a
successful acquisition by the global giants «Delivery Hero». Since then,
Zeid started another venture with the vision to revolutionize the point of
sale systems in the region with a cloud-based product called “POSRocket”.

Nasser
Saleh
Mohamed
Abdelmottaleb
CEO
XPay
Founder and managing partner of XPay. Serial entrepreneur with three
previous startups. Over 25 years of management and technology
experience. PhD. in Nanotechnology from KU Leuven, Belgium in .2002
2006-2003, research and teaching postings in Germany. 2014-2009,
Associate professor, Director and founder of Nanotechnology Center
at Nile University, Cairo Egypt. Founder and CEO of Trendak, an Arabic
big data analytics and AI company. Managed multiple tech +30 member
teams. Raised over 5$M in funding for research and business.

CEO & Founder
Madfooatcom
Nasser brings over two decades of top-tier entrepreneurial experience in
the banking and IT sectors in the MENA. Before launching MadfooatCom,
he was CIO of Jordan’s second fiscal reform program. Previously, he
worked at the Al Rajhi, one of Saudi Arabia’s largest banks, where
he managed programs for retail, commercial and corporate banking
divisions, as well as e-trading and payments programs. Previously, he
worked as senior advisor at Accenture in Saudi Arabia and was a senior
engineer at Microsoft in the USA. He’s led numerous strategic initiatives to
develop and modernize electronic payment processes that promote safe,
reliable and efficient e-commerce in the region. In 2017, Jordan’s King
Abdullah II ibn Al Hussein awarded Nasser with the distinguished Medal
of Excellence for establishing the country’s acclaimed electronic billing
and payment gateway with the support of the Central Bank of Jordan. He
holds a B.Sc. in Electrical Engineering from the University of Jordan.

Muhannad
Ebwini
CEO & Founder
HyperPay
Muhannad Ebwini is co-founder and CEO of HyperPay and he has led
the business to its current position as a one of the Middle East’s fastest
growing and most successful online payment businesses. It is regarded
as highly innovative and is seen as one of the new generation payment
service providers. The company has offices in Amman, Dubai and
Riyadh, with Cairo in the pipeline. In 2017, Ebwini was appointed as board
member of GatetoPay, a leading card issuing company to issue prepaid
Mastercard, Visa and UnionPay cards and card solutions throughout the
Middle East region. Ebwini has more than 18 years of experience in the
online, e-commerce, gaming and payment industries, having successfully
grown the business of OneCard, a leading regional alternative payment
mechanism between 2004 and 2010. During his tenure at OneCard, he
spearheaded the development of the online payment and e-commerce
industry in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region. He worked
successfully with international and regional players to provide alternative
payment solutions for them, assist and provide support in localising them
and adapting them to the MENA culture, as well as providing them with
a suite of value-added services such as support centres and marketing
among others. Prior to joining OneCard, Ebwini worked at Maktoob, the
leading regional portal acquired by Yahoo, as the business development
manager of Souq.com, when it was an online auction service before it later
morphed into the present-day e-commerce platform. Prior to Maktoob,
he held sales and marketing management positions at eSolution, a
web development company in Amman, Jordan. Ebwini is a certified
e-commerce consultant (CEC) and project manager e-business (PME),
and holds an MBA in management and international business from NYIT
and a bachelor of science in computer software engineering from Pricess
Sumayya University in Amman, Jordan.

ENTREPRENEURS IN RESIDENCE
AbdelRahman
ElSharawy
Cofounder & CEO
Vapulus
AbdelRahman ElSharawy is a statistician, marketing consultant, and
market research expert. He has consulted on market research and
written on strategic marketing and big data. A few of his clients include:
Google, Microsoft, IBM, IKEA, Shell, General Motors, and Pfizer. He is
also a certified Trainer for the international Marketing Certification
(IMEC). In addition to his extensive marketing experience, he is the
author of the marketing text book: The Ultimate Marketing Toolbox, and
a Suma Cum Laude graduate of UW in both bachelors and MBA.

Ahmad
Zalat
Founder & CEO
Flick Remittance
Ahmad is the founder of Egypt’s Flick, a peer-to-peer app that digitizes
cross-border end to end money transfers. The company has just secured
1$M from an angel investor in a Pre-Seed funding round.
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JUDGES
Bashar
Saleh

Aboudi Al
Kattan

Jenny
Atout

Omar
Billeh

Founder & CEO
PointCheckout

Investment Associate
DASH Ventures

Managing Partner
Amam Ventures

Value Creation Lead
Beyond Capital

Bashar Saleh is an entrepreneur, a technologist, and the founder and
CEO of PointCheckout. Prior to founding PointCheckout, he co-founded
two technology startup companies in MENA. Bashar has over 15 years of
tech and finance experience, delivering complex, high risk, and high value
projects. Bashar is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and prior
to his entrepreneurial journey, he worked at BlackRock and Merrill Lynch
in New York City.

Aboudi graduated from Babson College now working in Venture Capital
at DASH Ventures in Amman, Jordan. He was born in Texas, raised in
London, and is originally Palestinian. Though he is now living in the
Middle East for the first time, he has previously founded a social venture
aimed at facilitating entrepreneurial education for refugees in Jordan and
Syria. The venture, Al-Tareeq, is now pivoting to offer entrepreneurship
& business skill courses to private schools in the region, and will
use the profits to enhance the existing refugee programs. Aboudi›s
grandfather and father both devoted large parts of their lives giving back
to disenfranchised Palestinians; setting the stage for Aboudi to follow in
their footsteps.

Fadi
Oweis
Cofounder & CEO
AmwalCom
Fadi has over 15 years of experience in sales in marketing in Jordan, the
gulf region and the US. His last job before starting AmwalCom was as
a program manager and budget holder at an international NGO working
in Refugee camps in Jordan. Fadi is the CEO and responsible for the
operations and managing sales leads in his company, Amwalcom.

Mahmoud
Nouh
Cofounder & CEO
Capiter
Mahmoud co-founded Egyptian transportation startup Swvl in 2017 with
Mostafa Kandil and Ahmed Sabbah, and served as COO - that company
raised 42$m at a 150$m+ valuation. Since then, he founded Capiter, a
payment method that offers on demand cash flow solutions. Capiter pays
suppliers immediately for the sales of their goods to their business buyers
& collects the payments from their buyers with flexible payment plans.

Amal
Enan
MD North Africa & Levant
Global Ventures
Amal joined Global Ventures as a Principal in early 2020. Prior to this,
Amal was an executive director of the Egyptian-American Enterprise
Fund, “EAEF”, and has helped to grow the company to over USD 300
mn under her management. Prior to EAEF, Amal was part of a team of
economists at the Macro-Fiscal Policy Unit in the Ministry of Finance
where she formulated reform policies, drafted sections of the State
Budget and negotiated with international organizations on matters
that touch the lives of millions of Egyptians. Amal built her investment
experience at the International Finance Corporation where she was an
Associate Investment Officer at the Infrastructure Department working
on debt and equity projects in MENA. Amal started her career in the
research department of EFG-Hermes as a junior economist, and later
became a CFA Charter holder in the years to follow. Amal holds an MBA
degree from Harvard Business School, a Masters in Environment and
Development from the London School of Economics and a Bachelors in
Economics from Cairo University.

Ghalia Abu
Sitteh
Mina
Ibrahim

Moataz
Yakan
Officer
FMO (Dutch Development Bank)
Moataz Currently is the Environmental & Social Officer at FMO. Moataz
spent more than 9 years of his career in Social development Prior to his
current role, he was a Senior Social and Environmental Risk Officer at
CIB. He is a passionate sustainability change agent with a demonstrated
history of working in the Financial sector. Skilled in Sustainable Business
Development, Corporate Social Responsibility, Project Management,
Environmental Awareness, and Risk Management including
Environmental and Social Risks. Sustainability strategist professional with
a Master›s degree focused in Environmental and Energy Management
from University of Twente.

Nasser
Al Assaad
Stratedy Advisor
Palladium
Nasser has over +20 years working with international firms, with a focus
on strategy, governance, investment and finance. Expertise in corporate
strategy, re-structuring, PMO , corporate performance, business planning
and budgets, large scale transformation projects, balanced scorecards,
business process re-engineering, change management, and driving the
implementation of strategy.

Programs & Partnerships Analyst
Beyond Capital

Founder
7aweshly
Mina Ibrahim is a fintech entrepreneur who has diversified experience
in engineering and finance. Ibrahim has established his first fintech
named “7aweshly” in 7 .2018aweshly is a microsaving platform that
helps user to commit to their savings plans. He is also taking part as a
country manager for Lenme a SF based fintech which is a peer-to-peer
lending platform. He has also completed prestigious trainings, executive
program at Singularity University NASA Ames research center. He has
also completed two weeks executive training on AI and ML for stock
prediction at infinity labs in Tokyo. Mina holds a bachelor of science and
finalizing his masters of science with fintech specialization from the
American University in Cairo.

CFA® charterholder Jenny Atout Ahlzén began her career in 2007
in asset management. Later, when given the opportunity to support
startups and help shape Jordan’s alternative asset management industry,
she joined one of the pioneering tech venture capital groups in the Middle
East: Silicon Badia. With the hope to build the next generation of asset
managers in Jordan, Silicon Badia recently launched a new joint venture
with Endeavor Jordan called BeyondCapital. Through BeyondCapital,
Jenny and the team are hoping to create one of the region’s first
foundations for asset managers. BeyondCapital will provide a variety of
services including helping finance entrepreneurs create new products
to address early-stage funding gaps, building capability around fund
management, and providing establishment support to first-time fund managers.

Said
Murad
Kenton
Hamlin
Programs & Partnerships Analyst
Beyond Capital

Operating Partner
Global Ventures

Tambi
Jalouqa
CEO
Propeller Inc

Omar leads BeyondCapital›s efforts to connect its portfolio of +40 growth
startups with mentors, investors, potential hires, and potential clients. He was
also in charge of the investment deals that BeyondCapital did through two
different programs; Mercy Corps & Rapid Response Capital. Omar graduated
cum laude from the University of California, Irvine with a degree in Business
Economics and a minor in Management.

Rami El
Dokany
Former VP
Al Ahly Capital
More than sixteen years of professional experience in the field of capital
markets private equity, investments, corporate finance, strategic planning and
business development, accompanied by a strong educational background,
from prominent local and international institutions. In 2019, Rami was elected as
Secretary General of the Arab Federation of Exchanges, to formulate a common
vision for the Arab Capital markets, so far Mr. El-Dokany has successfully
managed revamping AFE’s charter to become more agile and efficient, and
expanded the membership of AFE to include the first commodity exchange
(DGCX) under its umbrella. Arab Federation of Exchanges is the home for 21 Arab
exchanges and clearing houses, as well as many prominent brokerage firms
throughout the Arab World.Rami co-founded Pride Capital in 2017 to utilize his
long experience in financial services and investment and passion to technology,
and recently launched a fintech accelerator with Startupbootcamp in Cairo – the
program is supported by Alex Bank, Visa, IFC, GIZ, Pharos Holding, Ayady &
Exprot Development Bank of Egypt, and has invested in more than 11 startups in
1 year. Recently, as well, Rami was a Board member of BM Lease– subsidiary to
Banque Misr, and an Investment committee member of the VC program of the
Social Development Fund hired by the World Bank Group where he approved
several investments in debt and equity with multiple start-ups and accelerators
like Cairo based Flat6Labs, as well a former Investment Committee member of
the Insurance Holding Co.His last post was VP at Al-Ahly Capital Holding – the
investment arm of the National Bank of Egypt, During his post he joint the Board
of Directors of one of the leading oil refineries in Alexandria – Alexandria Mineral
Oils Co.- worth of USD 600MM. Before that, Rami worked in HC investment
banking, Etisalat Misr, LINKdotNET, and MIBank. Rami Holds an M.Sc. From
Wales University & B.Sc. From Cairo University. Rami’s passion to FinTech is
continuing to grow, now he is enrolled in the Oxford -10weeks FinTech Program.

Sean
Cheng
Investment Professional
Philips Ventures
Sean is an investment professional at Philips Ventures, which manages
a portfolio of early-stage investments in Digital Health aligned with the
Philips HealthTech strategy. He was previously part of Philips Group
Strategy advising the C-suite on topics including AI, digital transformation,
IoT, data, and platforms in healthcare. Sean has held positions at The Boston
Consulting Group, U.S. FDA, and NASA. He has a PhD from the University
of Cambridge, where he developed fluid dynamics algorithms for medical
device applications. He continues his engineering pursuits as an Adjunct
Professor at Soochow University. Outside of the office, Sean is focused on
social impact and education, and currently drives several related initiatives
around Boston (ask him). He also sits on the Advisory Councils of The Johns
Hopkins University’s Department of Biomedical Engineering as well as the
World Economic Forum’s Global Shapers Community. Sean Cheng was a
Co-Founder at Solenica.
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SUBJECT-MATTER EXPERTS
Tamara
Abdel-Jaber
Cofounder & CEO
Palma Consulting
Tamara Abdel-Jaber is a co-founder and the chief executive officer at Palma
Consulting. She is responsible for strategy, project oversight, performance
management and business development. She currently serves as the elected
Chair of the Global Institute of Certified Management Consultants. Tamara
is also a founding member of Girls in Tech – Jordan Chapter and served
as its chair. Additionally, Tamara serves on the board of the Business and
Professional Women Association in Jordan. She also serves as an observer
for the World Bank’s Women Entrepreneurs Finance Initiative (We-Fi)
Governing Committee. In recognition of Tamara›s contribution to spark
business innovation and entrepreneurship in the MENA region, she has been
ranked at number 39 of 100 Most Powerful Arab Women for 2011. For three
years in a row (2013-2011), Arabian Business recognized Tamara on its list of
Power 500 (Most Influential Arabs). Tamara was also recognized by Forbes
Middle East as one of the 200 Most Powerful Arab Women for 2014.

Tamer
Al Salah
Managing Director
Beyond Capital
Tamer Al-Salah is the Managing Director of BeyondCapital, a company
established in 2017 to mature the entrepreneurial and investment
ecosystem in Jordan. Prior to joining BeyondCapital, Tamer held several
positions within the entrepreneurial and SME support space in Jordan,
where his most recent position was Projects Specialist at the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), a leading international
financial institution, where he managed advisory projects to over 70 SMEs
across Jordan. Al-Salah embarked on his career journey as a member
of the Search and Selection team and later promoted to Entrepreneur
Services and Growth Manager at Endeavor Jordan, a global non-profit
organization for selecting and supporting high-impact entrepreneurs to
join its global network. Tamer graduated from the University of Essex
with an MSc. in International Business and Entrepreneurship in 2009 and
from the New York Institute of Technology with a BSc. in Management
Information Systems in 2007.

Design
Digital Marketing

Adam
Motiwala
Partner
Fifth Tribe
Adam Motiwala is currently a partner at Fifth Tribe, serving nonprofit,
government and private sector clients on digital strategy and engagement.
His past experiences involved working with the United Nations World
Food Programme, where he served as a disaster management officer
working in conflict areas like Pakistan. Currently, Adam works with
leaders from nonprofits, government and private sector companies to
unlock and implement a digital strategy for communication, operations
and marketing for their organization. His interest is in unlocking the
ability digital communication provides to quickly create online audiences
towards a specific goal and tell their stories. He has told the stories for
brands such as the Peace Corps, Aetna, Hult Prize, Kaiser Permanente
and Mississippi Public University. He is the creative founder and leader
of the Digital Hope workshop at Street Sense which trains Street Sense
vendors in becoming online marketing contractors.

Principal
Sawari Ventures
Tamer Azer is a Principal at Sawari. Prior to joining the firm he co-founded
a number of startups and worked closely with entrepreneurs in several
different countries across eight industries. Tamer began his career working
at the forefront of policy making with one of the world’s most influential
business designers at The Institute for Competitiveness and Prosperity,
an independent Canadian think tank conducting economic and public
policy research, where he worked to redesign economic, innovation and
entrepreneurship policies. He later joined the London-based global innovation
consultancy firm Fahrenheit 212 as a Senior Innovation Consultant. In 2016,
he moved back to Egypt to join A15, a tech focussed investment firm where
he led investments and the venture development of key portfolio companies
including PayMob, Mumm and Shezlong. Alongside managing the exit of
TPAY, one of the largest fintech exits to take place in the Middle East. Tamer
holds a bachelor’s degree in Economics and German Literature from the
University of Toronto and a Masters in Business Administration from the
University of Oxford. He is also an On Purpose Fellow.

Cynthia
Sarkis

Marilyn
Davison

Partner
Beatbox

Entrepreneurship Expert
Tufts University

Cynthia has forged a solid professional and entrepreneurial experience
thanks to a career that started very early. Indeed, she had the opportunity
to work as a graphic designer and art director at her full time job at
Changelabs, but she has also co-founded various startups. Thanks to
her experiences, Cynthia has become an expert at working along-side
startups and young entrepreneurs, helping them build their brand and
turn their vision into a reality. Cynthia has realized that design is the
foundational cornerstone for startups, and creativity and innovation
are considered to play a key role in introducing new ideas and finding
solutions for problems encountered. For this reason, she co-founded
Beatbox, a company that aims to provide affordable and top-notch
design to startups around the world, as well as create employment
opportunities to Lebanese and Arab creatives. In addition to her full time
jobs, Cynthia has also had the opportunity to gain expertise on a more
commercial aspect, working as a freelancer for over 5 years, and having
to manage local, regional, and international clients which allowed her to
develop a holistic design experience that led her to become a tech-savvy
and design guru.

Marilyn was recently appointed as Entrepreneur in Residence for
the Fletcher School at Tufts University, and she is also the Fletcher
School Liaison to the Advisory Board of Tufts University’s Center
for Entrepreneurial Leadership. She is active in the Entrepreneurial
community within Tufts - as a coach and competition judge, and she is also
an MIT Sandbox mentor/ coach. As a Business Angel she also coaches
entrepreneurs, making them investment ready. As an adjunct professor
in three MBA Entrepreneurial programs in France Marilyn taught
Leadership courses, coached students in business plan development, and
judged student competitions. She also focuses on workplace mediation
and helping teams learn from conflict. As a member of Mediators Beyond
Borders and Green Crystal she helped integrate mediation within Climate
Change initiatives beginning with COP 15 in Copenhagen.

Pitching

IT/Tech

Ahmed
Nagy
CTO
Pharous
Ahmed has more than 14 years of experience with coding and IT solutions
and he also is the CTO of PHAROUS.com for software solutions and
mobile applications who has helped organize big events in Egypt like ICT,
Techne summit and arabnet on the regional level. Ahmed has a bachelor’s
degree in computer science from Alexandria university.

Finance

Aly
Khairy

Tamer
Azer

Teaming

Sr. Venture Associate
Modus
Aly Khairy has taken on a varied number of roles from financial advisory
and equity research to venture capital. And while all his previous roles
have leaned towards financial analysis and strategy, he likes to think that
they all fall under one umbrella and that is data. At every role he occupied,
data analysis is what he enjoys most and while every data analyst’s path
starts with excel, he has recently began venturing into adopting more
advanced data analysis tools and techniques.
Aly is currently an avid python learner and a data visualization enthusiast.
He is actively expanding his skillset to be able to adopt a data-centric
approach to problem solving and he’s always on the lookout for exciting
data analysis projects

Fundraising

Jake
Reisch
Founder
Eversound
Jake Reisch is a Forbes 30 Under 30 entrepreneur with a passion for
building impactful organizations from the ground up. He is the Founder
and CEO of Eversound. Eversound helps senior living communities
deliver vibrant, engaging experiences to their residents by solving one
of the greatest quality of life issues -- hearing loss. He is also a member
of the World Economic Forum’s Young Global Shapers and serves on the
Advisory Council for Entrepreneurship@Cornell. He is also the founder
of Party Headphones, a company that rents wireless headsets for silent
discos and raves.

Peter
Hopwood
Founder
Hopwood Communications
Peter Hopwood born in Watford (UK), he is a communication consultant,
copywriter, public speaking coach, voiceover talent and founder of
Hopwood Communications. Essentially, his strength lies in helping
companies, professionals and startups to confidently communicate with
impact. A passionate communicator, listener and motivator, Peter just
loves to share ideas and holds a strong appreciation for collaboration and
development. A quick thinker with an acute attention to detail – and loves
to be kept on his toes. With a background career across the hospitality,
travel, and training industries feeling lucky enough to have moved
through 6 European countries, he now combines all of his accumulated
communication experience, balancing his work between Croatia and the UK.

Financial Modeling

Legal

Khaled
Daoud
Founder & CEO
Daoud Law Firm
Advocate Doctor Khaled Daoud, founder and CEO of Daoud Law
graduated from Jordan University with a BA in Law after which he went
on to achieve an honorary PhD from Europe. Subsequently he published
various works including the acclaimed work on Insurance Law. The book
is used in universities, the insurance industry and related fields. Well
established and highly regarded, Advocate Doctor Daoud is known
for setting the highest standards and consistently achieving desired
outcomes. His Team have been hand picked by Advocate Doctor Daoud
and trained to his uncompromising levels of excellence.

Simon
Tkachenko
Principal
Modus Capital
Simon is a finance professional with over 10 years of experience across
various industries, including banking, manufacturing, and defense
services. Prior to his most recent role, Simon led the financial performance
and strategy of the Debt Protection product, a tangential product offered
to credit card customers at Synchrony financial which generated over
300$M in revenue annually. In addition, Simon held various roles on the
risk management team and played an integral role in the IPO process of
Synchrony Financial. Simon also has consulting experience with The
Hackett Group where he supported and lead transformation projects
focused on best practice implementation and process optimization.
Simon attended Northeastern University – undergraduate studies and
NYU Stern for his graduate studies.
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SPEAKERS

Workshop Facilitators

Ali
Nanji
Financial Services Team
Microsoft
Ali’s professional passions are digital transformation & business model
innovation. He’s currently a part of Microsoft’s transformation team for
financial services & insurance in the MENA region. He helps retail banks,
wealth managers and insurers capture new growth, enhance efficiency
and create client driven innovations. He previously worked at Thompson
Reuters as a Project Manager responsible for managing a portfolio of
Capital Expenditure (Capex) and Operating Expenditure (Opex) projects
within the Financial & Risk business.

Anna
Maj
FinTech Leader
World Business Angels
Investment Forum
Seasoned FinTech executive (C-level and NED roles). 20 years of
experience in the European banking and payments industries, with a focus
on CEE (PwC, Citigroup, T-Mobile, PayTel, mBank). Particular expertise
in the field of innovative payment solutions, digitally enabled financial
products (open banking, conversational AI), acquired in the strategy,
innovation, product management, and sales-related roles. Introduced
one of the first online payment gateways in the CEMEA region as well
as the first digital wallet and the mobile payment platform. Managed the
implementation of the first mobile banking apps and the first local mobile
payments initiative. FinTech Mentor & Advisor (PwC Collider). Featured
in the TOP10 Women in FinTech 2020 (FinTech Magazine, Aug 2020);
TOP 25 Women Leaders in Financial Technology of 2019 (The Financial
Technology Report); Women in Fintech Powerlist 2019 (Innovate
Finance March 2020); TOP 100 Women in FinTech 2019 List (Lattice80,
March 2019); „Most Influential Women in Payments (Cashless.pl, ,2020
2019). Keynote speaker at FinTech | Digital | Payments conferences and
events. Co-Author of The PAYTECH Book and The AI Book published
in 2020 by FINTECH Circle & Wiley. FinTech Lecturer (University of
Warsaw, Warsaw University of Technology). Senior Lecturer at the CFTE
(Conversational AI in Banking; Open Banking and Platforms in Finance).

Yahya
Aqel
Co-Founder & CEO
Aumet
Yahya is a serial entrepreneur who has experience in every aspect of
launching and growing a startup. From building a product, to bringing
on investors, to expanding and training teams, he’s had the good fortune
of working with a diverse group of highly skilled and driven people.
Between the Silicon Valley, the Middle East, and Western Europe, he’s
have founded numerous businesses, brought on series A and B funding,
and made successful exits. Recently, he co-founded Aumet, an online
platform that is reinventing the way medical manufacturers find and
assign distributors. Featured on Inc. and TechCrunch, his team was
selected from one of the top 100 rising companies to attend the World
Economic Forum in 2017.

Genny
Ghanimeh
Founder
Mind Cloud Academy
After a life-altering trek in Kilimanjaro, Genny founded Pi Slice in March 2013
and negotiated a partnership agreement with MicroWorld from the Group
PlanetFinance to build and administer the first crowd-lending platform for
microfinance in MENA. This journey led to Genny founding Mind Cloud
Academy, the 1st entrepreneurship academy teaching a program of 10
certified courses under KHDA,. Alongside Mind Cloud, Genny is a founding
member of the EMIR Mentorship Program at London Business School and
a recognized Business Coach with a track record of +30 founders, CEOs
& entrepreneurs. She is mostly passionate about helping others find their
‘real inner why’, while equipping them with resilience, self-belief and other
resources to thrive. Prior to Pi Slice & Mind Cloud, Genny began her career
in Project Finance, and later shifted her focus to the financial industry
and business development, where she honed her entrepreneurial skills in
founding her 1st company Pro-ID in 2003; initiating start-ups and identifying
market opportunities for international corporations. In 2007, Genny founded
and managed Pi Investments, working on mergers and acquisitions deals in
emerging countries. In 2010, Genny joined a DIFC based investment bank
as the Head of Business Development. Genny is a recognized voice, and
a dedicated Author and Contributor in different outlets like Entrepreneur
Magazine, Executive Magazine, Philanthropy Age and Pi Slice Blog, writing
about Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Social Entrepreneurship, Impact
Investing, CSR and Microfinance. Genny has an M.A. in Civil Engineering, a
B.S in Physics, an MBA from London Business School (UK) and Business
Coaching Certificate from Universal Coach Institute.

Matteo
Rizzi
Co-Founder
FTS GROUP
Matteo has been actively engaged in the FinTech space for over 20 years
and has deep connections amongst global banks executives, startups and
investors. A true multicultural European executive, he conducts business
in Italian, English, French, Spanish and Portuguese. In his 13 years role
at SWIFT, Matteo covered various activities in sales and global account
relationship. In 2008 he cofounded Innotribe, the innovation arm of SWIFT.
This is where Matteo launched the Innotribe Startup Challenge, the first
global challenge for FinTech entrepreneurs. In 2013, Matteo became a
Partner in SBT Venture Capital, one of the first funds (100m USD) solely
dedicated to FinTech investment (Series A). In 2014, Matteo co-founded
FinTechStage, a community platform holding events and conferences on
FinTech around the world, and late 2015 he also joined Omidyar Network,
Pierre Omidyar›s organisation, with an advisory role for the Financial
Inclusion division. Financial News has nominated Matteo as one of the “40
most influential FinTech executives in Europe” in 2015 ,2014 and 2016 and
Bank Innovation named him one of the “30 Innovators to watch shaping the
industry” in 2014. Matteo holds a University degree in Computer Science
(University of Genova) and a Postgraduate in Financial Transactions (Solvay
Business School).

Mohanish
Agni

Andrew
Goldner

General Manager
Levant and Pakistan
Visa

Founding Partner
GrowthX

A creative and influential leader with a proven track record of leading
strategic growth initiatives across various geographies. Ability to identify
opportunity, create successful strategies and translate them into action
and delivery. Wide experience in: P&L ownership, Sales, Relationship
Management, Product Management, People Management, Payment
Systems, Card Issuing, Acquiring and Payment Gateways. 16 years
of experience in Consumer Banking (B2C) and 11 years in Corporate,
Financial Institution and Government segments. (B2B, G2C, G2B and C2G
opportunities.) British citizen of Indian origin with exposure to multiple
geographies and cultures. Presently based in Dubai (UAE), have lived and
worked in the UK, Western and Central Europe, Middle East, North Africa,
India and the US. 27 years of experience in successfully operating in large
global and matrix organisation structures like Citibank, RBS, ABN-AMRO
and Visa Inc. in multiple locations.

Andrew is a Founding Partner and CEO of GrowthX. He has been in
the technology sector since 1998, based in New York City, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Palo Alto. Andrew began his career in technology as a
lawyer for the early Internet pioneers in Search (Alta Vista and Yahoo),
AdTech (DoubleClick), SaaS (Salesforce) and others while practicing law.
He left private practice at Skadden Arps and tansitioned to In-House
roles at DoubleClick (leading up to the Google acquisition) and Thomson
Financial. Andrew then co-founded Thompson›s financial news business
leading to the acquisition of Reuters. At Thomson Reuters, Andrew
served as Publisher of Reuters News, where he worked on innovation
and design-thinking with nearly 3,000 journalists based in 200 countries
worldwide. He then became Co-Founder and Managing Director of the
company’s legal media business in Asia Pacific and the Middle East. After
6 years in Asia, Andrew returned to the U.S. and returned to helping earlystage companies. He then co-founded GoodMoney to democratize highperformance, values-based investing. During that “wonderful learning
opportunity,” Andrew met his current partners and co-founded GrowthX.

Roberto
Croci
Managing Director
Microsoft for Startups MEA
Currently serving as Managing Director, Microsoft for Startups in the
Middle East and Africa region @Microsoft, with a vision to drive innovation
and develop market-defining ideas in the Middle East. Previously served
as Regional Head, Google Marketing Platforms - EMEA Emerging
Markets (Middle East, Turkey, Israel, Russia, Africa), having started
in Google Milan in 2010 & London (6 months each) then promoted
and transferred to Paris in 2012 & Singapore (on rotation), being then
promoted again and transferred to Dubai in 2015, until present. Grew
the business in %150 YoY. Have been Awarded and Nominated twice in
Google for “Best Coaching Manager” and “Best Googler Inspiring Hero”,
2018 and 2016 respectively, while demonstrating very strong sales skills
by overachieving 11 quarters in a role. Outside of the office, currently
serving as an advisor (since 2008) and mentor (since 2015) for startups
and helping entrepreneurs develop their business through different
Advisor in Residence programs.

Saad
Ansari
Co-Founder & CEO
Xpense
Saad Ansari is a serial entrepreneur and graduate of The University of
Manchester. He has an impressive track record and has picked up several
awards and recognitions along the way, including an Ignition Award from
The University of Manchester Intellectual Property arm (UMIP). He has
used his MBA experience, network and access to faculty, to help test
his concept, develop his strategy and ultimately design the business
model and plan that has since attracted a lot of interest from a range of
stakeholders. Saad is the CEO of the team behind Xpence, which aims
to provide access to intelligent business banking services and financial
accounting solutions for entrepreneurs and SMEs through its own
SaaS platform, initially addressing one of the major challenges for new
businesses - opening a bank account. It is the region’s first digital-only
business account. Around two years on from the original ideation of
Xpence, the firm is now close to launching its first live products, having
acquired licences in the UAE, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia.

Max
Menke
Founding Partner
GrowthX
Max has extensive experience developing and executing go-to-market
strategies at the early product-stage across various industries and
products. Max’s expertise is helping companies develop the right ideal
customer profiles, messaging and strategic approach to build repeatable
and scalable revenue generation engines. As a founding partner at
GrowthX, Max has lead over 100 companies through the GrowthX
Market Acceleration Program (MXP) methodology which he helped to
create. In doing so, Max has sold and delivered early-stage technology
to numerous Fortune 500 companies. Before joining GrowthX as
a Founding Partner, Max build the sales technology stack and lead
generation playbook for multiple early stage companies. His experience
identifying ideal prospects and constructing sophisticated, multi-step
email campaigns resulted in exponential increases in lead generation and
overall pipeline development, putting all companies he has worked with
on a path to predictable and scalable revenue. Specialties: Sales, Business
Development, Sales Strategy, Sales Development, Sales Pipeline, Lead
Generation, Lead Qualification, Sales Prospecting, Account Management,
Direct Sales, CRM, Customer Relationship Management, Inside Sales,
Sales Leadership, Social Sales, Strategic Selling, Consultative Selling,
Needs Analysis, Post Sales Support, Customer Success.
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1-Liner

Traction

Tanda is MENAs first consumer-centric app-based
mobile savings platform that enables anonymous
group style savings and offers users multiple buy
now pay later options (Pay with Tanda™ ) for their
household and other purchases; the platform is also
a conduit to help millions of unbanked in Jordan gain
access to value-added financial services.

Stage

SEED
Ask

120,000 USD

- Onboarded over 1,600 users in the first 6 weeks
- Generated first revenue
- Successfully launched 11 active Public Tandas
Pitch Deck
Market Size

Click here for the
Tanda Pitch Deck

$375M in Jordan alone
Business Model

Transaction fees from users and commissions/discounts
from merchants.

Website

tandasmart.com
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1-Liner
Stage

QuiQ Claim is the MENA region’s first platform
connecting pharmacies, clinics, and other SMEs
that operate in the healthcare sector (and invoice to
insurance companies with long payment terms) to
affordable and convenient short term funding options
that improve their cash cycle.
Traction

PRE SEED
Ask

250,000 USD

- Raised a pre-seed investment
- Approved as part of CBJ sandbox
- Launched MVP
Pitch Deck
Market Size

Click here for the
Quiq Claim Pitch Deck

$300M in Jordan alone
Business Model

Financing healthcare provider insurance
claims at a reasonable discount rate

Website

quiqclaim.com
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1-Liner

Traction

Cayyesh is MENAs 1st ‘offline’ digital marketing
platform - one that operates in the physical world
to help businesses acquire and retain customers by
integrating directly with POS systems and offering
loyalty, promotional, and cash back programs enabling businesses to link marketing spend to actual
transactions.

- Launched MVP
- Onboarded 20 merchants
- Signed a strategic partnership with MEPS,
(https://www.mepspay.com/) giving Cayyesh access
to 12,000 additional merchants.

Stage

SEED
Ask

400,000 USD
Pitch Deck

Market Size

Click here for the
Cayyesh Pitch Deck

$3 Bn
Business Model

Website

cayyesh.com
A performance based offline digital marketing platform
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1-Liner
Stage

Wallet ERP is a SaaS company that offers top notch,
Arabic-enabled, and locally supported accounting &
sales back end software for Jordanian and MENA small
and medium sized enterprises. Their product is sold in
easy to afford monthly packages that allow customers
to use and pay only for the modules they need.
Traction

SEED
Ask

250,000 USD

- Built fully functional ERP SME platform offering arabic
and local support
- Signed 50 recurring monthly customers since launching
Generated $44K of revenue
Pitch Deck
Market Size

Click here for the
Wallet ERP Pitch Deck

$50M/ annum in Jordan alone
Business Model

Website

walleterp.com
Subscription based
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1-Liner

Gocash is Jordan’s 1st fintech startup that enables
every shop in the neighborhood to act as a “virtual
ATM” using just a smartphone or its POS-system.
It democratizes the process of cash distribution in
order to reduce the “cost of cash”, and helps millions
of Jordan’s unbanked access the financial system.
Traction

Market Size

Stage

SEED
Ask

- Signed MOUs with the leading local and regional
Payment processors in Jordan (we will leverage their
infrastructure to integrate with banks)
- In talks with the leading mobile wallets in Jordan to
integrate with them and offer them to our agent network
- Closed A Pre Seed Investment of 300,000 USD from
our angel investor network.

1,500,000 USD
(KISS Agreement) - Closing time Q3/4 we have a verbal
commitment of around 500,000 USD which can be a lead
investor (term sheets will be issued in mid-Q2).

Pitch Deck

Click here for the
GoCash Pitch Deck

Jordan: 150 - 200M USD
MENA: 3 - 5 Billion USD
Business Model

Website

gocash.io
Transaction Commission fee and featured merchants
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1-Liner

Changecom is Jordan’s first mobile app-based
savings and investing platform targeting millenials that
helps users save more deliberately using goals and
rules, invest more wisely through in-app fund options,
and spend their money more intelligently through
integrated vendors.
Traction

Stage

PRE SEED
Ask

150,000 USD

- Completing App Design
- Waiting list of over 1000 Clients
Pitch Deck
Market Size

Click here for the
Changecom Pitch Deck

+$4 Bn Market in Mena region
Business Model

Website

changecom.co
Subscription based B2C
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1-Liner
Stage

ShipCash is MENAs 1st ‘instant payment’ cash on
delivery platform that integrates directly with shipping
companies’ systems to provide seamless, efficient, and
cost effective cash payment and collection options for
small and medium vendors shipping across the region.
Traction

SEED
Ask

- Signed long term agreement with Aramex, biggest
logistics company in MENA
- Reached +200 clients & +10K shipments in three months
of operations
- Paid out +$300K to our clients

250,000 USD
Pitch Deck

Market Size

Click here for the
Ship Cash Pitch Deck

+$5 Bn
Business Model

Website

shipcash.net
MENA’s First instant and upfront payment processor for
eCommerce stores offering Cash on Delivery
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1-Liner
Stage

Cashbee is the MENAs 1st mobile peer to peer cash
payment application - effectively enabling any individual
with a bank account, a telephone, and cash in their wallet,
to become an atm - and earn fees.
Traction

PRE SEED
Ask

- We signed up 5 senders in three days using facebook
groups
- Launched an Email marketing campaign to 800
potential users and managed to sign-up 8 users that are
interested in our BETA version

30,000 USD
Pitch Deck

Market Size

Click here for the
Cashbee Pitch Deck

$30 Bn in Jordan alone
Business Model

Website

pharous.com/cashbee
Commision
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1-Liner

Traction

IVVEST was created to transform the currently
inefficient greens & vegetables value chain in Jordan by
locally developing a cost-efficient and easy to operate
indoor vertical farming system, which is backed by a
unique IoT technology to fully automate and control the
farming environment. This enables faster and cheaper
farming operations and are combined with a one-of-akind online crowdfunding mechanism to scale.

Stage

PRE SEED
Ask

100,000 USD

- Entered Central Bank of Jordan sandbox
- Piloted indoor farming system
- Raised €20,000 from the EU
Pitch Deck
Market Size

Click here for the
Ivvest Pitch Deck

$9.2 Bn
Business Model

Contract-based selling of leafy greens to agricultural
products resellers (B2B), while accelerating growth with
crowdfunding

Website

ivvest.com
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1-Liner

Traction

Phinger is a mobile application that turns any
smartphone in Jordan into a fast, secure, and
convenient payment method. The company allows
vendors to receive their money faster, and charges
less than an average credit card transaction, making
it a favourite among small to midsize merchants, who
are its biggest marketers.

Stage

PRE SEED
Ask

- Signed service agreement with Madfooatcom for
payment processing
- Completed MVP of the mobile application
Brought on technical cofounders

150,000 USD
Pitch Deck

Market Size

Click here for the
Phinger Pitch Deck

$3.2 Bn
Business Model

Seamless & contactless mobile payment for
in-store purchases within 8 seconds

Website

phinger.co
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1-Liner
Stage

DareebaTech is Jordan’s first and only governmentapproved Electronic tax Filing and Payment System
(EFPS) - enabling tax filing, payment, and refund
processes in real time.
Traction

PRE SEED
Ask

200,000 USD

- Signed 10 Year MOU with Jordanian government to be
exclusive e-filing provider
- Built a robust online tax filing platform for Jordanians
Pitch Deck
Market Size

Click here for the
DareebaTech Pitch Deck

$50M/ annum in Jordan alone
Business Model

Subscription based online tax filing services

Website

dareebatech.com
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